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From the Editor
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I recently went to a Meetup group in Long Beach, CA and were surprised to see 18
agnostics and atheists there, when just last year there were consistently only 3 or 4
attending. This is a growing trend across the nation. Instead of new ‘churches’ (if you
can even call them that) there are new Meetups and other socially organized groups
which are flexing their irreverent muscle, and supplying that much-needed social bond
which us most of us humans need and want. The secular community is growing and it’s
inevitable that America is seeing a more polarized shift in the believers and non-believers.
The Religious Right is pulling up their flag, and across the street the secular banner is on
the wall.
Although we, (and by we I mean all those who are the ‘nones’ – those of no religious
affiliation) are expanding the idea that religion has a dark and evil side which few
religionisis can admit to, there are those which include myself that see the writing on the
wall. That telltale message is that we have to protect our rights of conscious – our right to
NOT to believe in woo-woo, superstitions and pious traditions, and more importantly not
to have those beliefs infiltrate our private domain.
It’s a dash of liberalism, social awareness of the trends of our government leaders and
the acknowledgement of the harms which social conservatism cause to a pluralistic
society to finally submit to the advocacy of non-belief. Once one reaches that point of noreturn, action to the only option to make the changes needed to reel in the runaway,
cross-bearing bandits of freedom called the Religious Right.
And what actions do the ‘nones’ take? They search the internet for skeptic and atheist
groups. They start questioning the odd and misleading traditions and superstitions of
different religions. Youths are asking their friends more questions and starting to use
their critical thinking skills. The result? Over 25% non-believers
in several states, and the average number of ‘nones’ have grown
by over 50% in the past 5 years. If this trend continues, the
churches will soon be barren, but what will take its place?
Groups like the one I visited in Long Beach. Groups like the
Backyard Skeptics. Groups like the next Meetup in your local
town. Maybe if there no secular Meetups in your area, you could
start one.
Bruce Gleason, editor
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Special article from the OCWEEKLY.com

Bruce Gleason Wants Your Kill Your god, One Joke At A Time
By Josh Dulaney

They definitely aren't signs from God:
"Atheists make better lovers. (After all, nobody is
watching.)"
"Make this a better world. Reject all religious
superstitions."
"'Tis the Season to Celebrate Reason—Happy
Solstice, Non-Believers."

Such unholy hilarity has graced billboards all over this Godsoaked county for months now, to the delight of nonbelievers
and the disdain of motoring saints. The man behind the
message describes himself as "the most-outed atheist in Orange County."

Bruce Gleason, a 57-year-old Villa Park resident, has become something of a legend in the community of
godless Orange Countians who read his quotes in news reports, devour his writing on his website and watch
his public-access, cable-TV show on atheism. But while his method may be satire, his message is as serious
as sin, he says: defending the skeptic community in Orange County, which is known for exporting faith around
the world and boasts its own Mount Rushmore of American Christianity in Robert Schuller, Chuck Smith, Paul
Crouch and Rick Warren.
In fact, Gleason believes that, perhaps particularly in Orange County, atheists remain the one societal group
that remains in the closet, now that the gay-rights movement has gone mainstream. Employers prefer to hire
believers, Gleason argues, or at least quiet nonbelievers, as opposed to outspoken critics of faith. In his mind,
discrimination against atheists is the latest in the long line of American bigotry, from slavery to homophobia.
"It's becoming less and less how you look and how you behave," he says. "But now the last vestige of civil
rights is going to be atheism."
But those who monitor discrimination say anti-atheist bias may not be as widespread as Gleason suggests.
"I don't get many calls about anti-atheist discrimination, but I am aware of it," says Rusty Kennedy, executive
director of the Orange County Human Relations Commission. "In many terrific interfaith efforts that OC Human
Relations participates [in], there is little mention of those who do not believe in God."
Gleason may disagree with religious people of all stripes about everything under the sun, but there's one thing
he admits they have in common: Just like them, he's actively evangelizing on behalf of his own beliefs.
"Everybody's vying for those fence-sitters," he says. "If I can make them think a little bit about the
ridiculousness of superstitions brought upon by harmful religions, I might be able to sway them to become
nonbelievers."
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***
At home in Villa Park, Gleason—who has short brown hair and a mostly gray, thick mustache that stretches
down from the sides to his chin—is dressed in a pair of jean shorts and a T-shirt decorated with the world
"pastafarian," instead of his more formal attire, which typically includes a scarlet "A" pin on his jacket. Get it?
For atheist?
"This is the ghetto part of Villa Park," he jokes, adding that he's a step away from being trailer trash. In fact,
Gleason recently sank six figures into renovating his sprawling property, which includes a one-story main
residence, a workshop, and a separate building that doubles as a bed-and-breakfast surrounded by 100
orange trees.
Around four years ago, Gleason formed the Backyard Skeptics with seven other members he met through
various atheist and agnostic groups. The events of 9/11 caused him to rigorously examine his beliefs, as well
as those of others, and the group, now at 550 members, is the culmination of Gleason's studies. He says it's
the largest atheist/agnostic group in Orange County.
Last October, Gleason suffered a highly public fumble when he put up a billboard that falsely attributed the
following quote to Thomas Jefferson: "I do not find in Christianity one redeeming feature. It is founded on
fables and mythology." Unfortunately, the Jefferson Library in Monticello, Virginia, includes the misquote on a
list of several such humdingers.
In 2011, the group spent $46,000 in donations on
various billboards. After seeing one put up locally
by the United Coalition of Reason group, a donor
approached the group, offering to pay for them.
"We didn't believe it," he recalls. "We thought it
was some Christian playing a joke on us."
According to a Pew Research Center survey, 5
percent of American adults say they do not
believe in God or a universal spirit, but only about
24 percent of them actually call themselves
atheists. Pew also found that 14 percent of
Americans who do not believe in God self-identify
as Christian, with 4 percent saying they are
Jewish. Of the nonbelievers, 15 percent claim to
be agnostic.
That means Gleason has to lift his voice over the din of a never-ending religious discourse that permeates
American society. The Republican primary often turns into a "God-off," with the candidates invoking the deity to
score points with disciples. Last year in Florida, Michele Bachmann(although campaign officials later claimed
she was joking), said God was sending a message to the political establishment through Hurricane Irene. "I
don't know how much God has to do to get the attention of the politicians," she said. "We've had an
earthquake; we've had a hurricane. He said, 'Are you going to start listening to me here?'"
A campaign aide for Mitt Romney, a Mormon, told reporters after Super Tuesday, when he pulled farther
ahead from the Republican pack, that it would take "some sort of act of God" for his competitors to win the
nomination, which prompted Rick Santorum, a Roman Catholic, to fire back, "If the governor thinks he's now
ordained by God to win, then let's just have it out."
More: http://www.ocweekly.com/2012-03-15/news/bruce-gleason-atheist-backyard-skeptics/
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Sam Harris
Printed with permission

Better and Better
An Interview with Peter Diamandis and Steven Kotler
Peter H. Diamandis is the founder and CEO of the X PRIZE
Foundation and Co-founder and Chairman of Singularity
University. He is a serial entrepreneur turned philanthropist
who has started more than a dozen high-tech companies.
He has degrees in molecular biology and aerospace
engineering from MIT, and an M.D. from Harvard Medical
School. He has written a new book, Abundance: The
Future is Better Than You Think, along with author
and journalist Steven Kotler, whose articles have appeared
in over 60 publications: including the New York Times

Magazine, Wired, Discover, Popular Science,
Outside, GQ, and National Geographic.
The book has received much advanced praise. Ray
Kurzweil, inventor, futurist and author of The Singularity
is Near, had this to say: “This brilliant must-read book
provides the key to the coming era of abundance replacing
eons of scarcity. Abundance is a powerful antidote to
today’s malaise and pessimism.”
Peter and Steven were kind enough to answer my
questions by email:
***

Is the world really getting better?
If you pull back a little bit from the sea of bad news that’s assaulting us these days, what you actually see is a
preponderance of trends that are moving in a fantastic direction. Take healthcare: Over the past century, child mortality
rates have dropped by 90 percent, while the length of human lifespan has doubled. Or poverty, which has dropped more
in the past 50 years than it has in the previous 500.
At a global level, the gap between wealthy nations and poorer nations continues to close. Across the board, we are living
longer, wealthier, healthier lives. Certainly, there are still millions of people living in dire, back-breaking poverty, but using
almost every quality-of-life metric available—access to goods and services, access to transportation, access to
information, access to education, access to life-saving medicines and procedures, means of communication, value of
human rights, importance of democratic institutions, durable shelter, available calories, available employment, affordable
energy, even affordable beer—our day-to-day experience has improved massively over the past two centuries.

Why aren’t we more aware of these positive trends?
The simple answer is because we’re hard-wired not to notice. As the first order of business for any organism is survival,
our brain privileges information that appears to threaten us. As a result, we tend to focus too much on the bad news even
as the good news struggles to get through. The media is so saturated with bad news – if it bleeds, it leads – because
they’re vying for the amygdala’s attention.

More: http://www.samharris.org/blog/item/better-than-you-think
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Skeptic’s Corner
8 MORE MYTHS ABOUT BIRTH CONTROL AND STIS
There are far more than seven, as I found.
#8: Douches have some legitimate uses.

Douches were invented to clean up vaginas and were
marketed as contraceptives. We now know thatvaginas
clean themselves just fine and that douching doesn't
prevent pregnancy. The only remaining legitimate use for
douches is for the word itself — as an insult, its namesake
is such such harmful, unnecessary product.
#7: Nonoxyl-9 protects against HIV infection.
Nonoxyl-9 is an ingredient found in some spermicides and lubricants. For a while, it was thought to be
a wonder substance that only prevented pregnancy, but also helped to prevent the transmission of
HIV and other STIs. The opposite turned out to be true: N-9 is a detergent that irritates the delicate
mucus membranes of anuses and vaginas and actually makes transmission more likely. It also
doesn't prevent pregnancy. Oops.
#6: While straight people can contract it, HIV is still a bigger problem in the gay male
community.
Myths about "bug-chasers" notwithstanding, American men
who have sex with men are likely the most aware
community when it comes to HIV risk. It shows in gay porn,
where condom use is standard; in the world of straight
porn, condoms are not really common. In the United
States, women (especially minority women) represent the
majority of new HIV infections. Worldwide, women
comprise half of all people living with HIV and the vast
majority of them contract it from heterosexual intercouse.
#5: There is a minuscule chance of contracting HIV through oral-oral contact due to the risk
presented by open sores.
The one study that allegedly proved this is kind of funny, because the person listed the person from
whom she contracted HIV as a sex partner, not just someone she kissed.. The HIV transmission
between them may have occurred any number of ways, from a condom slippage to blood on a shared
razor or toothbrush. While theoretically possible, then, there has never been a documented case of
someone who is HIV negative merely deep kissing an HIV positive person and contracting HIV as a
result.
More: http://skepchick.org/2012/03/moremyths/
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Science News
Ancient impact may explain moon’s magnetic mystery
Anomalies near crater suggest scattering of iron-rich debris

By Nadia Drake

Lunar maps illustrate the relationship between the South Pole-Aitken
basin and recorded magnetic anomalies (shown on left). Scientists
suggest that the crater-forming impact blew chunks of easily magnetized
material across the lunar surface.© Science/AAAS

Iron-rich fragments from an ancient impact could explain puzzling
magnetic fields measured in various places on the moon.
The magnetic anomalies are perplexing because unlike metallic
minerals deposited by an asteroid, normal lunar rocks cannot record a magnetic field. “Those things are really nonmagnetic,” says Ian Garrick-Bethell, a planetary scientist at the University of California, Santa Cruz. “The puzzle has
been, how do you form these anomalies — how do you get anything that’s that magnetic?”
Perhaps, scientists report in the March 9 Science, the magnetic material arrived billions of years ago when a huge
object rocked the moon, digging a hole in the farside and splashing debris across the surface. The impact formed the
South Pole-Aitken basin, perhaps the largest impact crater in the solar system. Most of the anomalies are next to the
mammoth crater, but scientists hadn’t linked the locations until now.
The basin averages about 2,200 kilometers in diameter — or roughly 10 times as big as the crater left by the dino-killing
asteroid slammed into Earth 65 million years ago. “You definitely would not have wanted to be standing on the surface of
the moon at that point,” says study coauthor Mark Wieczorek, a planetary geophysicist at the Institute of Earth Physics of
Paris. More http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/339067/title/Ancient_impact_may_explain_moon%E2%80%99s_magnetic_mystery

Geneticists go ape for better primate family tree
The first gorilla genome and a more detailed look at chimp genetics provide new clues to evolution of
humans and their closest relatives
By Tina Hesman Saey
Scientists have translated the complete genetic instruction book of a western lowland
gorilla named Kamilah, who lives at the San Diego Zoo.San Diego Zoo

Reading the genetic instruction books of gorillas and chimpanzees has provided more insight
into what sets humans apart from their closest primate relatives. The two new studies also
provide details about how these primate species may have evolved.
Comparing a newly compiled genetic blueprint, or genome, of a western lowland gorilla named
Kamilah with the genomes of humans and chimpanzees has revealed that the three species
didn’t make a clean break when splitting from a common ancestor millions of years ago.
Although humans are more closely related to chimps over about 70 percent of the human
genome, about 15 percent of the human genome bears a closer relationship to gorillas. An
international group of researchers reports the findings, which come from the first gorilla genome to be deciphered, in the
March 8 Nature.
More: http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/339172/title/Geneticists_go_ape_for_better_primate_family_tree
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ChurchChurch-State News

Three Florida clergy ask Scott to veto
school prayer bill
TALLAHASSEE -- The Americans United for Separation of Church
and State, led by three Florida clergymen, is asking Gov. Rick
Scott to veto a bill that would allow local school boards to set up
policies regarding school prayer at school events, including mandatory assemblies.
The Rev. Harold Brockus from Pinellas County, the Rev. Harry Parrott of Clay
County and Rabbi Merrill Shapiro of Flagler County wrote a joint letter to Scott
protesting the legislation and urging him to veto it.
"Each of us are members of differing faiths—one a Baptist minister, one a Presbyterian
– USA minister, and one a Rabbi—but all of us agree that this bill would violate the First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution and is disrespectful of the religious diversity that makes our state and our nation great," they wrote. "In order
to prevent costly litigation to local school districts, and protect the rights of all public-school students, we urge you to veto
this misguided legislation. "
The proposal, SB 98, would permit school boards to adopt standards for how and when students in public schools could
lead public prayer at any school event, even mandatory gatherings like student assemblies. The prayer would have to be
initiated and delivered by students, with no involvement by faculty or staff.
During the debate on the House floor, bill sponsor Rep. Charles Van Zant, R-Keystone Heights, said that the bill was not
about prayer, but about free speech.
The governor must make a decision on the bill this week http://weblogs.sunsentinel.com/news/politics/dcblog/2012/03/three_florida_clergy_ask_scott.html

Judge Orders TX School District to Apologize to Agnostic Family in Prayer
Spat
Corwyn Schultz, an agnostic and a former high school student in the Medina Valley Independent School District, took a
stand against what he and his family saw as illegal and coercive graduation prayers last year. While a judge initially
issued a restraining order that rendered the prayers an impossibility, a higher court overturned this decision.
The legal battle, which was handled by Americans United for Separation of Church and State, finally came to a close -- or
so it seemed -- last month when the parties reached a settlement. But, alas, new drama seems to be unfolding.
http://news.yahoo.com/judge-orders-tx-school-district-apologize-agnostic-family-142606330.html

Political News at Backyard Skeptics
3/17/12 Rick Santorum Promises War On Porn Industry and Santorum says
Scientists are amoral (video)
3/13/12 So Far Right, It’s Wrong: The GOP Breaks From History
3/13/12 Red States Are The Real Welfare States
3/12/12 Despite lean times, Obama wants science R&D hikes
All Political News HERE http://backyardskeptics.com/wordpress/politics/
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Religious Right Watch
http://www.religiousrightwatch.com/

Lawsuit: U.S. pastor runs anti-gay effort in Uganda
– USATODAY.com
An East African gay advocacy group filed a
federal lawsuit Wednesday against a
Massachusetts evangelist, alleging he has
waged a decade-long campaign to
persecute gays in Uganda.
The suit was filed in federal court in Springfield against minister Scott Lively under a
statute that Sexual Ministries Uganda says allows non-citizens to file U.S. court
actions for violations of international law.

Hate groups rise in number and the 'Patriot' movement sees explosive growth
| Southern Poverty Law Center
The radical political right in America consists of various segments, including hate-groups and
also anti-government militias. The Southern Poverty Law Center issued a new report on the
marked growth of the radical right as a whole since 2008, but especially the explosive growth
of the self-named Patriot movement and anti-government militias.
The radical right grew explosively in 2011, the third such dramatic expansion in as many years. The growth was fueled by
superheated fears generated by economic dislocation, a proliferation of demonizing conspiracy theories, the changing
racial makeup of America, and the prospect of four more years under a black president who many on the far right view as
an enemy to their country.

The JFK Speech That Made Santorum Want to Throw-Up
From Frederick Clarkson of Talk2Action:
When I published an essaycomparing speeches about separation of church and
state by John F. Kennedy, Mitt Romney, and Rick Santorum, I had no idea that...his
views on separation would become a central issue, let alone that he would usher in
this new era of American politics by declaring on national television that he found
JFK's views on separation to be vomitorious.
.....
Of course, JFK did not say and did not mean that religious people should be silenced
or in any way expelled from public life. He was speaking about how he as president would balance his religious views with
his constitutional responsibilities. But the notion that people of faith are being driven from the public square is a powerful
theme animating a wide swath of the Religious Right and beyond. It is a claim that does not stand up to reasonable
scrutiny, but it is nevertheless one of the most deeply heard dog whistles in American public life.
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Evo Education
The National Center for Science Education, NCSE, is pleased to
announce the addition of a further batch of videos to NCSE's YouTube
channel.

NABT opposes Tennessee's "monkey bills"
The National Association of Biology Teachers
expressed its opposition to Tennessee's
"monkey bills" — House Bill 368 and Senate Bill 893 — in a letter to Governor Bill
Haslam. The bills, which if enacted would encourage teachers to present the "scientific strengths and scientific
weaknesses" of "controversial" topics such as "biological evolution, the chemical origins of life, global warming,
and human cloning," have passed their respective houses; it is still necessary for discrepancies between the
two versions of the bill to be reconciled before the legislation is sent to the governor.
In its letter, NABT's Jaclyn Reeves-Pepin explained (PDF), "We feel that the wording of this legislation clearly
allows non-scientific explanations for topics such as biological evolution, the chemical origins of life, global
warming and human cloning to be introduced into the science classroom," adding, "Concepts like evolution and
climate change should not be misrepresented as controversial or needing of special evaluation. Instead, they
should be presented as scientific explanations for events and processes that are supported by
experimentation, logical analysis, and evidence-based revision based on detectable and measurable data."
More: http://ncse.com/

Introducing Energy Literacy
A new resource, Energy Literacy: Essential Principles and Fundamental Concepts for
Energy Education, offers educators with guidance to help individuals and
communities make informed energy decisions — including those related to climate
change.
Energy is an inherently interdisciplinary topic. Concepts fundamental to
understanding energy arise in nearly all, if not all, academic disciplines. This guide is
intended to be used across disciplines. Both an integrated and systems-based
approach to understanding energy are strongly encouraged.
Energy Literacy: Essential Principles and
Fundamental Concepts for Energy
Education identifies seven Essential
Principles and a set of Fundamental
Concepts to support each principle. This
guide does not seek to identify all areas of
energy understanding, but rather to focus
on those that are essential for all citizens.
The Fundamental Concepts have been
drawn, in part, from existing education
standards and benchmarks.
More: http://ncse.com/
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God is Imaginary

Proof #11 - Notice that there is no scientific evidence
There is no scientific evidence indicating that God exists. We all know that. For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

God has never left any physical evidence of his existence on earth.
None of Jesus' "miracles" left any physical evidence either. (see this page)
God has never spoken to modern man, for example by taking over all the television stations
and broadcasting a rational message to everyone.
The resurrected Jesus has never appeared to anyone. (see this page)
The Bible we have is provably incorrect and is obviously the work of primitive men rather
than God. (see this page)
When we analyze prayer with statistics, we find no evidence that God is "answering
prayers." (see this page)
Huge, amazing atrocities like the Holocaust and AIDS occur without any response from God.
And so on…

Let's agree that there is no empirical evidence showing that God exists.
If you think about it as a rational person, this lack of evidence is startling. There is not one bit of
empirical evidence indicating that today's "God", nor any other contemporary god, nor any god of
the past, exists. In addition we know that:
1. If we had scientific proof of God's
existence, we would talk about the
"science of God" rather than "faith in
God".
2. If we had scientific proof of God's
existence, the study of God would be a
scientific endeavor rather than a
theological one.
3. If we had scientific proof of God's
existence, all religious people would be
aligning on the God that had been
scientifically proven to exist. Instead
there are thousands of gods and
religions.
More: http://godisimaginary.com/i11.htm

Keep this nation a secular one.
Make your tax-deductable donation HERE
http://freethoughtalliance.org/fta/donate/
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Skeptoid
By Brian Dunning

Re-printed with permission

The Secret of the Gypsy Queen (video)
Brian worked over two months (off and on) to put together a project
that should have had a $10 budget, but those skeptic illustrators,
musicians, composers, audio techs and voice talent are a generous
bunch. They all volunteered their time! This 12 minute video is a
must see.
Music by Lee Sanders
Written and narrated by Brian Dunning
Vocals by Rachel Bloom

http://skeptoid.com/episodes/4300
The Real Philadelphia Experiment
Did a US Navy warship completely disappear in 1943?
Today we're going to pull a giant switch on the wall and activate powerful generators, which will create a mysterious force
field around us and cause us all to disappear. For we're going to discuss the perennially silly "Philadelphia Experiment."
The story goes that in October of 1943, at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, an experiment was conducted aboard a US
Navy Cannon-class destroyer escort called the USS Eldridge, number DE-173. The experiment involved the creation of a
force field which rendered the ship invisible both to the eye and to radar. The experiment was witnessed by hundreds,
possibly thousands, of sailors both ashore and on other ships nearby. Unfortunately, there were severe side effects to the
crew on board ship. Some were found materialized inside the metal of the ship, others were never seen again, and still
others were driven insane or plagued for years by mysterious cases of phasing in and out of existence. In typical Navy
fashion, everything has been denied.
None of the above ever actually happened. What follows, did actually happen.
The secret of the mysterious experiment and its terrible aftermath was kept for 12 years, until one day when Morris
Jessup, the author of a book about UFO's, was unexpectedly summoned to the US Navy's Office of Naval Research. The
ONR had received, in the mail, a copy of Jessup's UFO book, filled with handwritten annotations. The notes were all in the
same handwriting, but in three characters, in three colors of ink. The notes revealed all the details of the Philadelphia
Experiment, and the ONR wanted to know if Jessup knew anything about who might have written these notes and sent
the book to them.
More: http://skeptoid.com/episodes/4016

Backyard Skeptics is now on Facebook and
twitter – if you’re a Facebook fan then join
our group page by searching for Backyard
Skeptics. Follow us on Twitter at
Backyardskeptic (no ‘s’ at the end)
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‘Jesus’ and NBA Legends – Can
we expose the fact hidden in
myth? By Juan Bernard
The teachings of the Jewish sage, Yeshua, are converted into a
Hellenized doctrine, which itself is transformed a few centuries
later into a Roman institution. By analogy, a future legend
converts two players, Wilt Chamberlain and Bill Russell, into a
basketball miracle worker, ‘Russell-Chamberlain.’

Problem Presented:
Even a religious skeptic might allow that a person, Jesus, existed, if by ‘Jesus’ we understand the male person who lived
and taught in the first century around the regions of Galilee and Jerusalem, who attracted a following, practiced a form of
faith healing and was executed by authorities (Romans?). A reasonable hunch is that likely such an individual did exist,
and that he is the basis for the ‘Jesus’ of the Gospels — which is a composite figure, for sure. Of course, the issue would
remain as to the distance between the putative historical figure and the ‘Jesus’ depicted in the New Testament. Recall that
the ‘Jesus’ of the synoptics (Mark, Matthew, Luke) is a very different figure from the ‘Jesus’ of the gospel John; and the
“Christ” figure of Paul’s writings different from the prior two.
Any cursory look at relevant scholarship on the issue indicates that there are great differences between different versions
of ‘Jesus’. This brings us to the problem of identity. Even when we grant that most likely there was a historical ‘Jesus’ — it
is very difficult, maybe impossible, to establish which of our numerous references and descriptions might be accurate.
Supposing that could expose the historical fact regarding this person ‘Jesus’ we would have to dig through numerous
strata of religious doctrine, myth, legends (oral and written), and political perspectives. Even for the dedicated, critically
minded scholar-historian, the flesh-and-blood person who walked the hills of Galilee remains mostly lost in the fog cast by
subsequent doctrinal and political development and historical events.
Sometimes analogies help to shed more light on the point one tries to make. Let us try the following analogies.

Inconsistent references or reports:
Suppose that you and I are reminiscing and seem to recall that we both knew a particular individual fifty years ago, call
him “Bill.” I ‘recall’ that Bill was a younger school mate (a class two years behind ours) and that he was an All-State
football player, but a poor student academically. But you ‘recall’ that Bill was older (graduated ahead of us), did not play
football, but was an outstanding musician and consistently on the honor role. Surely our first suspicion would be that
(besides having faulty memories) we’re referring to different individuals when we use the name “Bill.” A second suspicion
might be that neither of us really knows what he is talking about; that each of us has constructed a fictional person “Bill”
based on bits and pieces of memories that we haven’t sorted out well. Maybe the ‘Bill’ we think we remember never
existed. .

Reports inconsistent with known facts:
We agree on what we remember of Bill (of fifty years ago) and we agree that he was a veteran of the war in Vietnam. But
fifty years ago the war in Vietnam had not yet happened. So as we ponder this disturbing fact, we begin to suspect that
the ‘Bill’ (Vietnam War veteran) that we think we ‘remember’ could not have existed, that we have confused him with
someone else or are simply wrong when we refer to this ‘Bill.’

Mixing of facts, fiction, legends, and myths:
You and I have a fairly clear idea who Bill was and what he did (and did not do) fifty years ago. But then we hear some
persistent stories about Bill that are circulating among the younger set, people who were too young to have known and
interacted with Bill. These stories seem to refer to the same person —Bill who lived fifty years ago in our home town— but
the stories describe a very different person from the Bill we knew. This other ‘Bill’ is credited with doing a number of things
that we know he did not do (and could not have done). The younger folk even have a club, founded on what they see as
the teachings of Bill, which has attracted many people and has done much to help people . . . . . However, despite the
good works done in the name of “Bill, we conclude that, with regard to historical fact, the younger folks do not know what
they’re talking about, that they have concocted a fictional or legendary ‘Bill’ loosely associated with the real Bill we knew
but who (as described by the younger set) really did not exist.
More: http://www.philosophylounge.com/jesus-school-mates-nba-legends-expose-fact-hidden-myth/
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The Third Annual
Orange County Freethought Alliance Conference
with special guest

Promoting Science, Reason and Critical Thinking

“Comparing the World Contributions: Science and Religion”
University California Irvine May 19 & 20th, 2012

James Randi

This will be Orange County’s third secular conference, where all freethinkers, humanists, atheists, agnostics, and church
and state separatists can mingle with some of the most famous secular leaders of our time. Our speakers will inspire,
educate and entertain you.

Mr Deity

Robert Price

Michael Shermer

Phil Zuckerman

Brian Dunning

Richard Carrier

Barbara Forest

Dan Barker

Jim Underdown

Aron Ra

Dave Richards

Heina Dadabhoy

Jan 1 – May 10 Pre-Registration:
Saturday only: $90 Sunday only :$90, All-weekend pass:$160
After May 10:
Saturday only: $125 Sunday only :$125, All-weekend pass:$180
Child-Car services: $20 per day. $15 catered Saturday dinner, $10 box lunch on Sunday
Students $35 Saturday or Sunday, $50 full weekend pass

www.Freethoughtalliance.org
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Backyard Skeptics
is part of Freethought Alliance, a 501C3 grassroots organization based in Villa Park, CA
which sponsors monthly meetings
eetings with
interesting secular speakers, dinner--and-amovie nights, science-oriented
oriented field trips,
outreach programs for letting others know
about our secular community and atheist
advocacy programs. If you are local to Orange
County you are welcome to join
in out meetup
group to receive announcements of upcoming
events. http://www.backyardskeptics.com

2/25/12 DOMA Ruling Appealed: House Leaders
Appeal California Same-Sex Marriage Ruling
2/19/12 Rick Santorum: “You should get very nervous”
about Obama’s view of religion
More: http://backyardskeptics.com/wordpress/politics/

Science News
3/7/12 Ancient impact may explain moon’s magnetic
mystery
Which nations are really responsible for climate change
–

interactive map

2/29/12 Fault’s twists may shake up earthquake
forecasts
2/24/21 Carbon dioxide increase is breaking down
marine ecosystems

Click the above icon to go to the
BYS News section
3/19/12 Supreme Court declines First Amendment case
involving clergy child sex abuse
3/18/12 Governor Tells Women to Just ‘Close Your
Eyes’ During Mandatory Ultrasounds
3/17/12 Should a Nine-Year-Old Boy Be Circumcised
Against His Wishes?

3/17/12 California pastor claims atheist soldiers are “big
fat chickens”
3/16/12 Red Bull portrays Jesus as bumbling liar in new
funny ad

2/21/12 Distant planet an exotic water-world
2/18/12 Oceans set stage for human evolution

Church-State News
3/19/12 Three Florida clergy ask Scott to veto school
prayer bill
3/14/12 Separation of church, state has crumbled
3/8/12 When churches behave like businesses, different
rules apply
3/3/12 Deception In North Dakota ‘Religious Liberty’
Amendment On June Ballot Would
W
Jeopardize Rights Of
Women, Taxpayers And Minorities, Critics Say

Political News

2/27/12 Reinforcing the church-state
church
wall LA Times
article and it’s blowback Church-state
Church
wall: For America
and religion

3/2/12 Blunt’s proposal gives religion too much power
over healthcare

2/23/12 Oklahoma’s constitutional separation of church
and state measure could face repeal

2/28/12 Rick Santorum: COLLEGE Is Left--Wing
Conspiracy! (video)

More: http://backyardskeptics.com/wordpress/church
backyardskeptics.com/wordpress/church-

Rule of Lord – The Republican plan to nullify the courts
and establish Christian theocracy.
2/26/12 Santorum: ‘I Almost Threw Up’ After Reading
JFK Speech on Church, State
14

state-news/

Backyard Skeptics Events
http://backyardskeptics.com/wordpress/events2/

(like our new logo?)
March 21 – $12 west coast swing beginners dance
lesson in Westminster
March 24 – Visiting the OC Science Club at Univ.
Cal Irvine (see our meetup page)

Mt Wilson Observatory night (we are renting
the 60” telescope for the evening!)
Orange County Freethought Alliance
Conference
onference May 19 & 20, 2012
Borego Springs overnighter with the OC
Astronomy Club
Joshua tree camping overnighter in June.

Billboard News

March 24 – Reason Rally , Washington DC
News story HERE

On March 9, 2012, American Atheists and Backyard
Skeptic’s will be placing two similar billboard s up on the
west coast (see above)
e) and the east coast, with a similar
billboard in Arabic. The object is to ‘Offer a Choice’ to
those who feel they might be a little agnostic concerning
their religious beliefs. We all know the religiously
hardcore conservatives will never change their, even if a
deity were proven not to exist.

(video)
March 25 & 26 – American Atheists Convention,
MD
March 25 Debate and Sam Harris Lecture
Lecture, Cal
Tech
March 29 Monthly Meeting
April 6, San Diego See Richard Dawkins, Elisabeth
Cornwell and Sean Faircloth in San Diego
(carpooling from the OC)
April 28 – 11am Pasadena DooDah Parade – Join
us!
More future events:
Go-Kart ‘SPEED’ night with dinner

Blackstar Canyon visit with the OC
Astronomers Club
Habitat for Humanity volunteer day
Music Appreciation night – rock, classical and
jazz
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From last month’s billboard:
Press Release HERE
http://backyardskeptics.com/Billboards/Family2.pdf
http://backyardskeptics.com/Billbo
Examiner Article HERE
http://www.examiner.com/atheism-in-loshttp://www.examiner.com/atheism
angeles/billboard-tell-your-family
family-you-don-t-believe-gods
Montery News HERE
http://www.ksee24.com/news/local/Atheist-Billboard-inhttp://www.ksee24.com/news/local/Atheist
Santa-Ana-138710209.html
Possible future Billboard:

email to

Backyardskeptics.com
You know your website and its content is good
when someone from South Africa, especially a
26-year
year old female Phd student in science (!),
thinks it’s the best website she’s come across
in a while!!! Thanks for the informative content
and the fantastic humour! and like many others
have said here…I finally found a place
lace where
people share the same thoughts as me
With love from sunny Cape Town
Reply
Walter Christensen says:
March 1, 2012 at 1:13 am (Edit)
Does the universe have cosmological
memory? If so, does this implyy cosmic
consciousness? In this paper a cosmological
model is proposed similar in structure to the
famous thought experiment presented by
James Clerk Maxwell, in which a “demon” tries
to violate the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
In such a proposed cosmological
ical scenario, if
the Second Law of Thermodynamics is to be
preserved, it implies the existence of
cosmological memory. Since consciousness
and memory are intimately linked and a
demon-like
like (intelligent) creature permits only
fast moving particles to pass through a cosmic
gate, it is argued the universe is necessarily
conscious.
My complete paper was recently published in a
book by Sir Roger Penrose entitled:
“Consciousness and the Universe; Quantum
Physics, Evolution, Brain and Mind.”
Reply
hotele Krakow says:
February 28, 2012 at 6:28 pm (Edit)
Can I simply say what a relief to find someone
who truly knows what theyre speaking about
on the internet. You
u definitely know tips on how
to carry a problem to mild and make it
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important. More people must read this and
perceive this aspect of the story. I cant believe
youre no more fashionable since you definitely
have the gift.
Reply
noclegi Poznan says:
February 28, 2012 at 1:48 pm (Edit)
You made some first rate factors there. I
appeared on the internet for the difficulty and
located most people will go together
tog
with along
with your website.
Reply
Marilou Corless says:
February 22, 2012 at 10:37 am (Edit)
That is the precise blog for anyone who desires
to find out about this
s topic. You understand so
much its nearly arduous to argue with you (not
that I truly would want…HaHa). You definitely
put a brand new spin on a topic thats been
written about for years. Great stuff, simply
great!
Reply
Susan Wong says:
February 10, 2012 at 5:59 am (Edit)
I just wanted to say that your billboards make
my day, and I look forward to seeing if there
are any new ones every time I drive down
Beach Blvd. The most recent one helped me
get through the day on Wednesday, the day
after Santorum won three primaries, when I
was thinking that I COULD NOT believe
religion is taking such a huge and scary and
real role in this election. So, keep up the good
work!! BTW, when my kids were little, all their
non-fiction
ction children’s books were filed by
subject, and all myths were on one shelf; the
very few Christmas type books (e.g. Susan
Jeffers’ Silent Night) along with Greek Myths,
Norse Gods, African Folklore, Chinese stories,
etc.

Born Atheist
Chapter 26. Learning from the gay
rights movement.
The Boy Scouts of America maintains that no
member can grow into the best kind of citizen
without recognizing an obligation to God. . . .
The recognition of God as the ruling and
leading power in the universe and the grateful
acknowledgment of His favors and blessings
are necessary to the best type of citizenship
and are wholesome precepts in the education
of the growing members. No matter what the
religious faith of the members may be, this
fundamental need of good citizenship should
be kept before them. The Boy Scouts of
America .
. . is absolutely nonsectarian in its attitude
toward that religious training. Declaration of
Religious Principle, Bylaws of Boy Scouts of
America
We believe that homosexual conduct is
inconsistent with the requirements in the Scout
Oath that a Scout be morally straight and in the
Scout Law that a Scout be clean in word and
deed, and that homosexuals do not provide a
desirable role model for Scouts. Because of
these beliefs, the Boy Scouts of America does
not accept homosexuals as members or as
leaders, whether in volunteer or professional
capacities. Boy Scouts of America Position
Statement: Homosexuality and the BSA.
The parallels between atheists and gays are
many. Both atheists and gays can “pass” as
heterosexuals or religionists if they do not
identify themselves. Absent that self-
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identification, they will often be assumed to be
heterosexual or religious, as the case may be.
Further, both gays and atheists are raised in a
society where most presume they will grow up
to be heterosexual or religious. An atheist child
in a religious family may feel a similar sense of
isolation and loneliness to that of a gay child.
Growing up, the gay or atheist child must often
learn to reject the assumptions of the dominant
culture and to stand on his own with pride.
Both “gay” and “atheist” are affirmative
identities. There are many people who have
homosexual relations (Ted Haggard for
example, see Chapter 17) who do not assume
the identity of being gay. Similarly, there are
many more people who do not believe in
religion than the few who affirmatively
identify themselves as atheists. One of the
distinguishing elements of identity is pride.
Gays have been building their pride for more
than 40 years, atheists have some catching up
to do.Additionally, both gays and atheists suffer
from social stigma and discrimination. Five
hundred years ago, both atheism and
homosexuality were crimes punishable by
death. Even in some countries today, both
homosexual activity and apostasy (specifically,
renouncing the Muslim faith) remain
punishable by death. The Boy Scouts of
America singles out both gays and atheists as
people unfit for membership. The Christian
right attacks gays and atheists with equal
fervor. The general public views gay and
atheist candidates as the least desirable to
serve as president. An old proverb
counsels, “the enemy of my enemy is my
friend.” There ae natural parallels between the
gay and atheist movements.
More: http://bornatheist.com/26.html

Pimpin' May Not Be Easy, but Try Being a Moderate Christian
James R. Henderson
It was Ice-T and Big Daddy Kane that let us know
that pimping isn't easy. Being a member of the nonpimping community, I confess I was surprised. I
suppose the hours are long, but what with all the
mad bitches and clothes, only having to play to
one's rogues, and all that rocking in the east and
rolling in the west, well, it doesn't sound too bad.
Being a moderate Christian, now that's difficult. For
instance, moderate Christians
can't just come into town and
go off like a grenade (that's a
big one), relatively few have
too much mad cash to fold,
and I haven't yet addressed
that for non-pimps it's not the
case that anything goes when
it comes to hoes. Given these
ho- and cash-related
drawbacks to the moderate
Christian brand, it may catch
some off guard that I think
there is a larger problem of a
more philosophical nature.
The implication of Ice and Big
(if I may) seems to be that pimping involves more
work than those not in the industry might think, that
it's something of a grind. Being a moderate
Christian, unless one keeps one's skeptical
inclinations tightly in check, is difficult because
once one takes the initial step away from
fundamentalism it is literally difficult to remain a
Christian, moderate or otherwise. It is a sad fact
that, given humans' ability to compartmentalize
their thinking, altogether too many people are able
to perform the trick
Any objective examination of the Bible must lead to
the conclusions that (a) there is some very good
stuff in there, and (b) there is some really horrific
material too. "Love thy neighbor as thyself"[1] is a
nearly perfect distillation of contemporary moral
thought. The world would be a better place if
everyone took this to heart. "If possible, so far as it
depends upon you, live peaceably with all"[2] is a
spectacularly good piece of moral advice. I wish I
had thought of that myself. It is undeniable that the
Bible contains some sound ethical teachings. On
the other hand, the stoning of women who were not
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virgins on their wedding nights, on their fathers'
doorsteps no less,[3] is consistent with no
worthwhile moral system of which I am aware.
There are those, I realize, who will argue that I am
taking this passage out of context, but I cannot
imagine one in which torturing young women to
death for engaging in premarital sex would be
acceptable (and if there is such a context, it
certainly can't be found in the pages
of the Bible). It is hard to take those
who try to defend such barbarity
seriously. Divinely commanded
genocide[4] seems monstrous, and
the biblically mandated slaughter of
animals involved in acts of bestiality[5]
appears to be downright unhinged. I
think it is uncontroversial to conclude
that the Bible is a mixed bag, morally
speaking.
The problem is clear for the Christian
moderate: How is it to be decided
which passages in the Bible are due
to god and which are inserted, without
godly warrant, by mere mortals? It's not like the
Bible is printed with the words of Jesus in one color
and all the others in another. Okay, maybe that's a
bad example, but I think you know what I mean.
The Bible is advertised as the word of god and, of
particular importance here, a guide to good moral
behavior, but moderate Christians believe not all of
the Bible can be accepted this way—and they have
no way to systematically tell us which passages are
which. The fundamentalist, of course, has no such
problem. He simply takes all of the Bible to be the
unadulterated word of god, no exceptions. True, he
must then accept some pretty harsh injunctions like
stoning disobedient children,[6] but that's part of the
cost of doing business. For the fundamentalist,
accepting the Bible is an all-or-nothing affair. This
may seem like a little much to the more left-leaning
reader, but the fundamentalist way of thinking at
least has the virtue of consistency going for it. For
those of you who think working on the Sabbath
doesn't merit the death penalty,[7] things won't be
so easy. More:
http://www.infidels.org/kiosk/article848.html

DVD Special:
Both of these sites have one of the largest
selections of secular DVDs available
anywhere. Most DVDs are only $10. Make a
contribution to your secular organizations by
ordering one of our entertaining and
educational DVDs
The 2011 Orange County Freethought Alliance
Conference 3-DVD set. !3 wonderful speakers.
Enlightening, Educational and inspiring. $34
Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion: An Anthropological
Survey of the Supernatural World with Adrian Novotny,
Ph.D. $10 special
Thomas Quinn - ”God Needs Therapy” (a comedy) $12

Adam Winkler’s ‘Gunfight’
Gunfight: The Battle Over the Right to Bear
Arms in America, is a groundbreaking
reexamination of one of today’s most
controversial issues. Weaving together the
dramatic story of a landmark Supreme Court
case and the remarkable hidden history of
guns in America, Adam Winkler shows how
gun rights – and gun control – have shaped the
nation in fascinating and unexpected ways.
Only $10 Taped at CFI West

More Secular DVDS from
FreethoughtAlliance.org
BackyardSkeptics.com

Dr. Richard Carrier; How Christianity Began Is Proof
Enough It's Bunk $12
San Diego Secular Humanist Conference 2011 Entertaining speakers, engaging insights and thoughtprovoking lectures. 2 DVDs $45
Ali Ayaan Hirsi
Ali is a spokesperson for human
rights and a proponent against female
mutilation in Muslim countries. Her riveting personal
story is told with the help a local
journalist, Jill Stewart. $10
Sean McDowell vs. BYS - Commonalities of
Christians and Atheists
Sean visits Backyard Skeptics, then Bruce Gleason
and Mark Smith visit Sean's church in
San Juan Capistrano A 2-DVD set. $15
Sarah Dunn - Atheists in Prison: How the law,
culture, psychology shape prison Populations $10
Dave Richards - Exploring logical fallacies and how to
identify them $10
Eugenie Scott - Creationism, evolution, education,
and politics, Taped at Chapman University, Orange
CA $10
Orange County 2010 Freethought
Alliance Conference 2- DVD set
Enjoy 12 full-length seminars and an evening
discussion panel for only $30
Does God of the Bible Exist? A 6Person Panel Debate, December 2009 $20
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"The God Question" Debate between Shermer & De'Souza $10

John Shook - The God Theory is Dead CFI lecture
$10
Edward Tabash - America at the Crossroads $10

Bruce Gleason - "Why Am I Am Atheist" speech at
Calvary Church, Costa Mesa, CA $10
Dan Barker 2 DVD set - Jesus Myth or Fiction?
and Why I Became An Atheist $20

Sean Carroll - The Origin of the Universe and the
Arrow of Time CFI lecture$10
Ross Blocher - Swaddling Cloth out of Whole Cloth:
Problems with the Nativity Story CFI lecture $10

Chris Mooney - The War on Science: What Have We
Learned? CFI lecture $10

Atheism, Freud, and the “Normal, Wholesome Life”
Moshe Averick

The other day, while scrolling through a site for nonbelievers on Facebook, I came across a post which
featured a picture of Sigmund Freud and the following
quotation: “When man is freed of religion, he has a
better chance to live a normal and wholesome life.” For
any thinking person, such an assertion immediately
raises a number of thorny questions: Which religion/s
was Freud talking about? What parts of the religion?
(“Love your neighbor as yourself?” “You shall not illtreat any widow or orphan?”) What exactly is Freud’s
definition of a “religion”? Atheistic propagandist, Bill
Maheronce opined that the atheistic ideology of Communism was a “state religion.” Does that mean
that any ideology, including atheism, is a type of religion? What exactly does Freud mean by a
“normal and wholesome life?” Of course, any attempt to seriously answer all those questions would
require a book, not an article.
What I actually posted on the site had little to do with directly addressing any of the aforementioned
points:
Sigmund Freud also wrote that “the moment a man questions the meaning and value of life he is
sick, since objectively neither has any existence.” Human life then, in reality, has no meaning and no
value; is that a good basis for a normal and wholesome life?
Freud, of course, was absolutely correct. If the atheistic worldview is true, then we are here for no
particular reason at all and a human being has no more or less value than a field mouse, or for that
matter, a piece of quartz crystal. Evolutionary biologist G. Gaylord Simpson put it this way: “Man is
the result of a purposeless and materialistic process that did not have a human in mind.” Fellow
scientist, Dr. James Watson, concurs: “I don’t think we’re here for anything, we’re just products of
evolution.” (It seems to me that the most likely result of inculcating my children with the notion that
their lives had no meaning and no value would be a desperate search, on their part, for a
psychiatrist!)

More: http://www.algemeiner.com/2012/03/18/atheism-freud-and-the-normal-wholesome-life/
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Funny Stuff
Telling physicists, mathematicians and engineers
apart

Red rubber ball
A mathematician, a physicist, and an engineer are given
the task of finding how high a particular red rubber ball
will bounce when dropped from a given height onto a
given surface.
The mathematician derives the elasticity of the ball from
its chemical makeup, derives the equations to determine
how high it will bounce and calculates it.
The physicist takes the ball into the lab, measures its
elasticity, and plugs the variables into a formula derived
by the mathematician and then checks by dropping the
ball.
The engineer looks it up in his red rubber ball book.

Sheep in Scotland
A mathematician, a physicist, and an engineer are riding
a train through Scotland.
The engineer looks out the window, sees a black sheep,
and exclaims, "Hey! They've got black sheep in
Scotland!"
The physicist looks out the window and corrects the
engineer, "Strictly speaking, all we know is that there's at
least one black sheep in Scotland."
The mathematician looks out the window and corrects
the physicist, " Strictly speaking, all we know is that is
that at least one side of one sheep is black in Scotland."

National Secular Links
Here are several secular links to other
organizations supporting secularism, science and
skepticism around the world:
Americans United for Church and State Separation,
National au.org
American Humanist Assoc. americanhumanist.org
Atheist Alliance International atheistalliance.org
American Atheists atheists.org
Military Assoc. of Atheists and Freethinkers
ACLU.org
BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY
www.users.drew.edu/~jlenz/brs.html
CFI centerforinquiry.net
camp-quest.org
Freedom From Religion Foundation ffrf.org
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jennymccarthybodycount.com
Meetup.com (search for humanist, agnostic, atheists or
church and state in your area)
National Center for Science Education ncse.com
People for the American Way pfaw.org
Richarddawkinsfoundation.org
James Randi Educational Foundation randi.org/site
Southern California Secular Humanist Conference.org
(in San Diego)
Whatstheharm.net

Local Southern California groups and
links
Ateos Unidos: The group for Spanish speakers!
3rd Saturdays at 11 a.m. at the Center for Inquiry
West, 4773 Hollywood Blvd.
Contact Liliana at 323-466-4223.
Americans United
Meets the third Sunday of the
month at 1:30pm at the Irvine Ranch Water

District 15600 Sand Canyon Ave. Irvine,
CA 92618 http://www.au-oc.org/
AU General Meeting: 4th Sundays, 11:00 a.m. at
Center for Inquiry West,
4773 Hollywood Blvd. Presentation followed by lunch
and afternoon activity.
Board meets briefly at 10:30 a.m. for members’
concerns. Childcare is available.
http://atheists.meetup.com/705/
Adopt-a-Highway: Help us keep our roads clean in the
name of atheism!
AU hosts the southbound strip of the Glendale
Freeway, Hwy 2, south of the 210.
Keeping the road clean allows us to keep our signage
there. Good exercise, and fun company! Two
Saturdays a month. Dates vary. Contact Steve 310670-7131
BackyardSkeptics.com – meets once a month in Villa
Park (Orange County) also see meetup.com/backyardskeptics
Center for Inquiry -Lectures 1st and 3rd Sundays,
11a.m. 4773 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles.
Free for members of CFI, $6 for non-members
http://centerforinquiry.net/la
San Diego Coalition of Reason
FreethoughtAllaince.org – sponsors debates and events
in southern California
Free Thinkers for Liberty.org

Freethinkers for Liberty
is an organization of humanists and others who reject all

superstition, in favor of rationality and critical thinking,
who also respect the freedoms our forefathers described
in the US Constitution and the Bill of Rights.

Freethinkers Toastmasters: Want to improve your
speaking abilities in a fun and supportive group?
Join FTTM on 2nd & 4th Saturdays at 2 p.m. at the
Center for Inquiry West.
More information: David: 310-479-6318.
http://www.freethinkersclub.org
GALAH: Gay and
Lesbian Atheists and
Humanists- 2nd
Sundays, 1 p.m.,
Center for Inquiry
West, 4773
Hollywood Blvd.
Contact Ken
Wolverton 818-5549858 or
galahla@aol.com

Orange County Atheists, meets one a month at the
IHOP across from OC Airport
http://www.ocatheists.com/

Orange County Atheist United Chapter: 2nd Sundays,
10:30 a.m.,
Tee Room, 3100
Irvine Ave Newport
Enjoy reading the Secular Gazette?
Beach
Contact Norman
Subscribe using PayPal micropayments to the Secular
310-408-8653
Gazette for only $.99 an issue
(cell).

Go to www.freethoughtalliance.org
to help us continue to bring you the most recent news in
skepticism, atheism, science and church-state
separation.

Generation
Atheist: A meeting
group for atheists in their 20s and 30s, 3rd Sundays,
location changes monthly.
http://atheists.meetup.com/724/Hollywood/
East LA: 2nd Tuesdays, 7 p.m. at Atwater Village in
Glendale .Contact Steven Gibson 562-900-2834.
http://atheists.meetup.com/212/
Humanist Association of Orange County
Meets the
third Sunday of the month at 1:30pm at the Irvine
Ranch Water District 15600 Sand Canyon Ave. Irvine,
CA 92618 http://www.meetup.com/OCHumanists
Humanist Association of Los Angeles: 2nd Sunday,
11:00 a.m.,
Colorado Center Community Room (same as Yahoo
Center),
2500 Broadway, Santa Monica (near corner of 26th
Avenue and Broadway); Contact: Larry Taylor 310479-2236,
larry-a-taylor@att.net
Inland Empire: 1st Wednesday, 7 p.m., Riverside
Unitarian Church 3657 Lemon St., Riverside Contact
JanGoings@aol.com
http://atheists. meetup.com/ 499/
Lancaster “Antelope Valley Freethinkers” 4th Thurs.,
7pm, Camille’s Garden Cafe, Lancaster
http://atheists. meetup.com/ 615/
Long Beach: 3rd Fridays, 7 p.m., at Hometown Buffet,
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290 E. 4th St.
Meal cost is $16. Contact Rodney 562-437- 4370 or
Hank Schultz,
whschultz@mac.com.
http://atheists.meetup.com/487/

Atheists United San
Fernando Valley: 3rd
Thursday, 6:30
p.m., Kountry Folks
Restaurant,
on Sepulveda Blvd.
and Chase St.
Contact Henry at 818-988-2806, after 5:00 p.m.
http://atheists.meetup.com/614/
San Diego New Atheists and Agnostics

http://www.meetup.com/atheists-518/
Atheists United Santa Clarita: 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m.,
at Greenhouse Café, 26586 Bouquet Cyn. Rd., Santa
Clarita http://atheists.meetup.com/670/
Atheists United South Bay/Torrance: 3rd Sundays,
7p.m., At Marie Callender’s, 2979 Artesia Blvd,
Redondo Beach http://atheists.meetup.com/729/
Atheists United Ventura: 4th Mondays, 7pm,
E.P. Foster Library, 651 E Main Street, Ventura.
Contact Brian Parra for info: 805-794-4714,
venturaatheists@yahoo.com
http://atheists.meetup.com/494/
Ventura “Freethought Parents Network”:
Kids playgroup meets every Tuesday at 11am,
Locations subject to change
http://www.meetup.com/freethoughtparents/
WestValley Secular Humanists: Last Sundays, 2 p.m.,
Daphne’s Greek Café, 5780 Canoga Ave. Unit B,
Woodland Hills
http://secularhumanism.meetup.com/17/

